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THERE’S SO 
MANY WAYS 
TO IMPROVE 
YOUR SPACE

Create an environment that stands out,
gets you chosen & keeps you remembered!

Sharing your message has never been as
important than it is right now, We’re open, 
This way, You’re Welcome, Thanks for visiting!

Talk to us today and see how we can help as
your visual partner. From concept & consultation,
to design, print, manufacture & installation. 

Outdoor Signage
Interior Graphics
Vehicle Livery
General Printing



Xanita White
Rigid printable display board.

Xanita Kraft
Ideal for eco-chic fitouts.

Air Board
Strong, rigid & lightweight.

Display Flute EB-flute
Perfect for hanging displays.

Libra Display Board
Tabletop strutcard boards.

Katz Outdoor Board
12 week outdoor use.

Smart-X
Expanded polystyrene.

Triaprint
Alternative to foam PVC.

Correx
Fluted polypropylene.

SUSTAINABLE 
PRODUCTS

OUR PRINTERS

Agfa UV LED
The Biggest in our collection! Our hybrid LED UV printer is fitted with 
air-cooled LED lamps, which results in higher production speeds and 
reduced power consumption. It is able to print directly to a huge range 
of sustainable materials.

Roland Eco Solvent 
A true workhorse!  Ideally suited for our vehicle wraps, vinyl prints and 
fine reproduction work - our high quality machine uses greenguard 
certified, Eco solvent inks.

Mimaki UV LED
Our smaller UV Printer! A versatile machine which is at home bashing out 
wallpapers and banners all day long. High scratch resistance and vibrant 
colour, using Environmentally friendly greenguard certified inks.

GREENGUARD Certification 
This certification ensures that a product has met some of the world’s most rigorous and comprehensive standards for low emissions of 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) into indoor air, and is acceptable for use in environments such as schools and healthcare facilities.

low power
consumption



OUTDOOR
SIGNAGE
Where do you start?

Outdoor spaces need
multiple different sign 
types for sharing many 
different messages.

Whether they need to 
be informative, for way-
finding, an advert or to 
reinforce your brand.

Temporary, permanent 
or easily updatable.

Luckily, we’re here to 
help & guide you.



OUTDOOR SIGNAGE - Posted signs

your complete signage solution

Posted signs give you 
the opportunity to erect 
a sign almost anywhere.

Signage is much more 
important than you 
think. It represents you, 
reinforces your brand & 
informs your customers.

First impressions count 
when your customers 
are deciding on where 
to spend their time.
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OUTDOOR SIGNAGE - A-Boards

your complete signage solution

The ultimate sign!
Easy to put up almost 
anywhere.

A-boards come in many 
different styles, sizes 
and can be finished in a 
lot of different ways to 
add a bespoke touch.

Are you looking for cost 
effective, attractive, eco 
friendly or robust? Let 
us know and we’ll 
recommend the right 
one for you. 

OUTDOOR SIGNAGE - Wall sign trays
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SIGNAGE - Built-up & flat-cut text & logos
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SIGNAGE - Illuminated text & logos
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SIGNAGE - Flags
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SIGNAGE - Hoarding & hanging signs
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INTERIOR 
GRAPHICS
A white wall is your 
canvas. We like to think 
of it as an opportunity 
to unleash some
creativity & make an 
impact!

Reinforce your brand or 
core values, slap on an 
inspirational quote or 
fill your walls with some 
beautiful scenery that 
makes your space even 
more enjoyable.



your complete signage solution

INTERIOR GRAPHICS - Wallpaper

Our wallpaper is 
available as an easy to 
fit self adhesive or as a 
heavy duty pasteable 
material with a textured 
surface for a superior 
finish.

Our custom-printed 
wallpapers provide an 
excellent way to 
enhance your space.

Breath life and colour 
into your bland walls, 
entrances and corridors.
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INTERIOR GRAPHICS - Vinyl graphics

Don’t need to cover an 
entire wall? Then vinyl 
graphics will do the job.

Cut-to-shape vinyl 
graphics can consist of 
words, logos and shapes 
and the wall will show 
through the cut-out 
areas.

Vinyl graphics are 
self-adhesive and can 
have a matt, satin or 
gloss finish. 
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INTERIOR GRAPHICS - Etched manifestations

Privacy in style! Etch, 
frosted or privacy vinyl 
doesn’t have to be so 
boring.

Delightfully elegant, 
these graphics appear 
to be traditionally 
sandblasted. 

We can print directly 
on to this semi opaque 
etched vinyl to add a 
splash of colour. Next 
we can cut the vinyl to 
shape to create truly 
unique designs.
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INTERIOR GRAPHICS - Window graphics

Brand windows, glass 
doors or partitions. 
There’s a variety of 
ways to achieve what 
you’re looking for. 

Completely block out 
a window or add cut-
to-shape logos, text or 
graphics.

Usually window graphics 
are applied internally for 
viewing correctly from 
the outside. 

Talk to us for options.

INTERIOR GRAPHICS - Magnetic & drywipe boards
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INTERIOR GRAPHICS - Wall mounted displays

Wall mounted displays 
can be used for 
inspirational messages,
mission statements and 
wayfinding.  

Stuck directly to the 
wall or stood off and 
cut-to-shape.

Printed boards, acrylic 
panels, canvases and 
sustainable alternatives 
now available.
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VEHICLE
LIVERY
Looking to sign write 
your company vehicles? 

Vehicle livery is one of 
the most cost effective 
ways to advertise your 
business. Essentially it’s 
a mobile advert shown 
24/7 & 365 days a year!

Add a simple logo with 
some contact details or 
apply a complete wrap 
for the ultimate level of 
branding.



VEHICLE LIVERY - Graphics
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How far would you like 
to take your livery?

We offer four different 
levels for our vehicle 
wraps and graphics. 

Level 1 being a simple 
logo and some contact 
details.

Level 4 is a complete 
wrap or close to.

Just get in touch and 
ask for our Vehicle Price 
Guide for more details.

VEHICLE LIVERY - Wraps
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GENERAL
PRINTING
Need print? Generally 
we’ll be able to help 
with any project.

Safety signs, banners, 
POS, leaflets, brochures, 
business cards, stickers, 
estate agents signs, the 
list goes on...

We’re introducing many 
sustainable materials 
so please ask for more 
details. 



GENERAL PRINTING - Leaflets, brochures, POS & more
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GENERAL PRINTING - Banners
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Freestyle Designs Bath Ltd
Unit 2, Stable Yard Industrial Estate, Windsor Bridge Road, Bath, BA2 3AY 

  
Web: www.freestyledesigns.co.uk

Email: bradley@freestyledesigns.co.uk
Tel: 01225 421 629   

Please follow us to be kept 
up to date on the latest 

news & insights for 
branding solutions...


